Welcome to Chipstead Valley
Primary School

At our school we have ora and fauna ,
we have lots of spiky bushes like this one in our picture

Nature In
Chipstead!
In Chipstead Valley primary school we
have many fun activities to participate in
such as sports day which takes place in
summer. We have lots of flora and fauna
where we live and see a different range of
birds, such as bluetits, robins, heron,
parakeets, wood pigeons and thrushes.
Our pond is filled with amazing wildlife
and is a place of peace. Our field is a
wonderful place to play in the hot
summer. Lots of parents join us after
school once a year to see our music
concert. We even have our own chickens.

Conserving Nature
There are many simple things that can be done to help
conserve nature:
In our school woodland area we have bird houses made
out of wood to keep all of our birds safe and happy. They
make nests and sometimes lay eggs inside the bird houses.
We also do not cut down many trees because if we do
then it could disturb the birds homes.
Pupils in our school also made bug hotels for insects to
live in.
We keep all of our plants healthy by watering them in
the summer and we never break the bamboo or other
plants.
We have never built over animals homes and we always
take care of our chickens.

How we can care for
nature

We can care for nature
by treating our animals
nicely. Also by not
cutting down trees.

How To Access Chipstead Valley!
Luckily for our pupils, access to the outdoor spaces is
simple! We have ramps and smooth surfaces for
pupils who use wheelchairs and our running track
makes it possible for everyone to join in with the run.
Our school can be accessed by foot, car, bus or train
and Coulsdon has many transport links to nearby
towns such as Croydon and central London.

Our recreational activites

We do a weekly run at school, using our track and
playgrounds. One of the best sections of the track
goes through our woods.
Our field is used regularly throughout the summer
and at the weekend an archery club uses it.
Football matches and other team sports are also
played here.

Our Flora, Fauna and Landscapes
Our ﬂora is the plants that grow naturally in our
school grounds. e.g: Sunﬂowers, daisies,
lavender and trees such as oak, chestnut and
apple.
Fauna: Gold Finches, Parakeet, Robin, Heron,
Woodpeckers, Bluetits, we also have Foxes,
Badgers, Spiders, Ants, Moles, Worms, Deer and
lots more.
The landscape has lots of hills, woodland, open
ﬁelds, and a pond. Although it is quite a bust
area with lots of roads and houses, we are lucky
to also have beautiful views and green spaces.

Our outdoor area.
In our outdoor area we have school Chickens and we
go outside sometimes and look at them and play with
them its really funny. In the summer we go out on our
eld and we really like playing in the sun. there is a
massive footbaur outll pitch in the eld.

Thank you for
reading this
book!

